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Founded in 1978, Longwoods International conducts 
travel research worldwide for countries, states, cities, 
regions, and the private sector. First conducted in 1990, 
Longwoods Travel USA® is the largest ongoing survey of 
American travelers, providing unparalleled sample size 
and accuracy for profiling destination visitors. 

For the first time, Longwoods International is using 
this resource to create a research paper focusing 
on the current U.S. travel market and trends among 
American travelers. This paper will focus on sizing and 
understanding the state of the current U.S. travel market 
as well as why people are traveling, how they’re getting 
there, and where they’re staying. 

We’re excited to share these essential insights from  
the signature Longwoods syndicated study.

Introduction

“Travel and tourism is an essential part of the American 
economy, creating and supporting jobs and businesses 
that expand the tax base and better many lives. We believe 
it’s important to communicate what our research conveys 
about the current travel market to assist our partners and 
colleagues as they move forward.”

   Amir Eylon, President & CEO
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2018 Record Year in Travel:
More Trips & Travelers Spending More 

Americans are traveling more and are spending a record 
amount on trips. 

In 2018, Longwoods International estimates that Americans 
took 1.65 billion trips. This is a record-setting year, and 
an 11% increase from the 1.48 billion trips taken in 2013.

Longwoods estimates that Americans spent a combined 
$465.7 billion on domestic overnight trips (both leisure 
and business) in 2018. This is inclusive of transportation, 
accommodation, food and drinks, recreation, 
entertainment, and shopping.

Not only is this the highest spend on record, this amount 
is 15% above the $404.1 billion spent in 2013.  

Domestic Trips and Growth by Year



“The data indicate that the travel growth slowdown 
of 2016 is alleviating,” states Jeanne Liu, Senior Vice 
President of Research at Longwoods International.  

“In 2018, Americans spent 3% more on domestic travel 
than they did in 2017, compared to no growth between 
2015 and 2016. This means the growth rate is heading 
back to the levels experienced in 2014 and 2015.” 

2018 Record Year in Travel:
More Trips & Travelers Spending More 
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An interesting component in this growth in the travel 
market is the simple fact that more Americans are 
traveling. In 2018, 60% of Americans took at least one 
overnight trip, up nine points from 2013.

This increase in travelers crosses age groups – a higher 
percentage of people in the 18-34, 35-54, and 55 and 
older age brackets took at least one overnight trip in 
2018 than they did in 2013.

“Interestingly, the largest increase in the percentage of 
travelers is in the 55 or older age bracket,” says Eylon. 
“This is tied to that fact that more Boomers retired over 
the past few years, allowing them the time and ability to 
take trips. This group has the ability and desire to travel 
and shouldn’t be overlooked in marketing initiatives.”

However, it’s important to note that travelers 55 or older 
only make up 27% of the current travel market. Thirty-
six percent are aged 18–34 and 37% are aged 35–54. 
As they grow older and earn higher annual household 
incomes, more Americans in these younger age brackets 
will travel and spend more on their trips.

2018 Record Year in Travel:
More Trips & Travelers Spending More 
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Not only are more people going on trips, on average 
they’re spending more on them. In 2018, the average  
per person spending on overnight trips was $324,  
a 19% increase over 2013.

“This is one reason we don’t believe the U.S. travel 
market is heading towards a recession,” asserts Liu. 
“Overall domestic spending is up because there are 
more travelers, and these travelers are spending more 
money per trip.” 

2018 Record Year in Travel:
More Trips & Travelers Spending More 
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The primary reasons why people travel have remained 
relatively consistent over the past six years. The most 
common reasons are what Longwoods considers 
marketable trips – leisure trips that can be influenced 
by marketing efforts. These include touring, going to 
special events, and outdoor vacations. Almost half 
(45%) of all the overnight trips taken by American 
travelers in 2018 were marketable ones. 

Meanwhile, 41% are visits to friends and relatives. 
Although Longwoods doesn’t consider these 
marketable, as the location where friends and  
relatives live can’t be influenced, marketing can  
be effective in encouraging these travelers to  
stay longer and do more things in the destination. 

Eleven percent of all overnight trips were business ones 
– visiting conferences and conventions or other types of 
business travel. Four percent were combination business 
and leisure trips.

“As more and more people choose to travel, it’s an 
important part of more Americans’ lives,” observes 
Eylon. “People are looking not only to invest their time 
and money on quality experiences with their friends 
and family, but they want to experience new places or 
engage in their favorite hobbies or go to a concert or 
sporting event that means something to them.”

Why are Americans Traveling?
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When it comes to variations among age groups, 
significantly more travelers aged 35–54 than their 
younger or older counterparts took a business trip.

Shopping is the most popular activity done on a trip, 
followed by visiting bars/nightclubs, swimming, going 
to the beach, and fine and upscale dining. Cultural 
attractions (visiting landmarks or historic sites and 
museums) and outdoor activities (visiting national and 
state parks and going hiking and backpacking) also 
appear in the top 10.

Looking at popular activities on trips between 2013 and 
2018, shopping has declined by four points while going 
to a bar or nightclub has increased by the same amount. 
“The increase in the latter is tied to the mainstreaming 
and localization of wines, craft beers, spirits, and 
specialty cocktails,” notes Eylon. “As these higher-end 
alcoholic drink categories are more closely associated 
with foodie experiences and appeal to more travelers, 
this opens up participation in the bar category.”

Business/
Leisure
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Visiting Family/
Relatives

Why are Americans Traveling?
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   Amir Eylon, President & CEO
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Evaluating these activities by age, significantly fewer 
travelers aged 18–34 than older travelers shopped, 
ate at a fine dining establishment, visited the beach/
waterfront, or visited a casino or landmark/historical 
site. Meanwhile, significantly more travelers aged  
35–54 than their younger or older counterparts went 
swimming while on a trip. 

“These top 10 activities show the wide variety of what 
travelers do on trips,” notes Liu. “People want to do 
many different things while traveling – it isn’t about just 
doing outdoor activities or only going to museums and 
historical sites.”

Why are Americans Traveling?

“Travelers have multiple interests 
that cross categories and themes. 
Single note messaging isn’t going 
to be enough to attract travelers 
interested in a myriad  
of experiences.”

18-34 35-54 55+

Top Ten Trip Activities by Age Bracket

Jeanne Liu, Senior VP of Research
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America is still the land of the road trip – on 67% of 
domestic trips taken in 2018, travelers used their own 
car or truck for transportation. “Personal vehicles 
remain the most popular transportation choice for 
a reason,” noted Liu. “Driving yourself is a budget-
saving option that allows for trip flexibility. Additionally, 
travelers can pack whatever they need for the trip 
without considering airline baggage restrictions. This 
makes using your own personal vehicle quite desirable, 
especially to destinations within 500 miles of home.”

However, keep in mind that a quarter of trips still involve 
commercial flights. This has remained steady over the 
past six years, despite increases in airline ticket prices  
and added fees such as checked and occasionally  
carry-on baggage. 

How are Americans Traveling?
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The most significant change in transportation over 
the past six years has been the rise of ride sharing. 
Currently, 13% of American domestic trips included at 
least one use of ride sharing, up seven points from when 
Longwoods first started measuring this disruptor in 
2015. In fact, only 8% of trips included a taxi ride in 2018. 
This means ride sharing now has a larger market share 
of transportation than taxis within destinations.

Looking at variations among age brackets, younger 
travelers use ride sharing more than older ones. 
Interestingly, ride sharing isn’t isolated to those aged  
18–34. While 20% of the trips taken by travelers in  
that age bracket used ride sharing, 13% of the trips 
taken by those aged 35–54 used a ride sharing service. 

“It’s important to point out that 12% of the trips taken 
by  travelers aged 18–34 included using traditional 
taxis, which is significantly greater than their older 
counterparts,” states Eylon. “Younger travelers aren’t 
exclusively using ride sharing – they are still open to 
more traditional forms of in-destination transportation.”  

How are Americans Traveling?

18-34 35-54 55+
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The most popular accommodation choice on vacation 
during 2018 is hotel/resorts, which were used on almost 
half of all trips. 

Looking at methods of booking travel, the most popular 
choices are making those transactions directly through 
the hotel/resort brand or through an online travel 
agency.

Because home sharing websites such as Airbnb are 
widening their product offerings and feature properties 
as diverse as rooms, full apartments or houses, and hotel 
rooms, Longwoods views this as a method of booking 
rather than type of accommodation. In 2018, 5% of the 
accommodations on all trips were booked through 
such a lodging sharing website. While this is lower 
than current bookings through hotels or online travel 
agencies, it’s still a significant piece of business for a 
channel that has only been in existence for a few years.

Where are Americans Staying?

Top Methods of Booking a Trip 2016 2017 2018
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As expected, trips taken by travelers aged 18–34  
feature the highest use of lodge sharing – 7% of 
their trips include bookings through those platforms, 
compared to only 3% of trips taken by those 55 or  
older. This aligns with the fact that fewer travelers  
aged 18–34 than their older counterparts report  
booking directly with the hotel/resort brand. 

Another difference worth noting is the use of travel 
agents. Significantly more younger travelers than their 
older counterparts book through travel agents. “More 
younger travelers are using travel agents for a reason,” 
asserts Eylon. “Travel agents successful in reaching 
this age group focus on unique, personally meaningful 
(and Instagram-worthy) travel experiences. These travel 
agencies also have high-quality websites providing 
appealing package deals that are easy to buy, along 
with the ability to reach out to experts when needed.”

Where are Americans Staying?

“People look to transform themselves 
through travel, and effective travel 
agents speak to that motivation in 
their messaging and offerings.”

   Amir Eylon, President & CEO

55+

35-54

18-34

Travel Booking Methods
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2018 was an exciting year in the domestic travel market. 
More Americans than ever were spending more money 
than ever on their American trips. The combined $465.7 
billion they spent is an all-time record and 3% higher 
than 2017. 

“This increase in spending on domestic travel is 
happening because travel is seen as a worthy 
investment that benefits the lives of those making 
the trips,” states Liu. “People are looking to travel to 
deepen existing connections, experience new things,  
get a break from the everyday stresses of life, and so 
much more.”
 
While driving in a personal vehicle remains the leading 
transportation method, commercial flights are holding 
their share of the trip market. Additionally, although 
ride sharing is now used on more trips than taxis within 
the destination, taxis are still being used, especially by 
travelers aged 18–34.

Hotel/resorts remain the most popular accommodation 
types. However, 5% of all trips were booked through a 
lodging sharing website, and we expect that to grow 
over the next few years.

“Indicators are up for American’s domestic travel 
moving into 2019 and 2020,” asserts Eylon. “Although 
there are fluctuations ahead in international visitation 
and spending, that will be at least partially mitigated  
by what Americans are spending on trips in their  
own country.”

Conclusion

“Travel is an investment  
  in a better quality of life.”

   Jeanne Liu, Senior VP of Research



The Longwoods Travel USA® program was initiated in 
1990 and is currently the largest ever ongoing survey 
of American leisure and business travel, capturing data 
on over 300,000 trips annually. Each quarter, a random 
cross-section of online panelists is invited to participate 
in the survey. This means we interview over 100,000 
respondents each year.

A representative sample of respondents is selected 
and invited to participate in the research. The panel is 
geographically and demographically balanced to U.S. 
Census targets to provide an accurate picture of today’s 
marketplace. Data from completed questionnaires are 
weighted along with key variables to ensure they reflect 
the true proportions found in the originating Travel USA® 
sample. These factors are gender, age, community size, 
and household income. 

Methodology
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relations initiatives.
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